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Abstract. Logic programming has great potential for reducing the cost of software development. 
We argue that, with an appropriate programming methodology, a logic programming system 
provides a powerful tool for rapid software prototyping. It is sufficiently formal and high-level 
to allow reasoning about specifications, and it provides an immediate operational validation of 
the programmer’s intuitions. 
The methodology is introduced by means of an example larger than those usually used to 
illustrate the advantages of logic programming. We start with an informal specification of a 
structure-editor, show how it is formalized into a directly executable prototype, and introduce 
guidelines for validating logic programming code as implemented in Prolog. 
The developed prototype can be used for a number of applications: syntax-directed editor, 
semantic network browser, etc. The editor is compact but readable, and is quite efficient. 
1. Introduction 
The starting point for the development of a program is an intuition concerning 
the problem to be solved. Usually, a collection of objects and relations between 
these objects are considered. The program to be developed has to compute these 
relations. It is often suggested that the intuition should be first expressed in the 
form of a formal specification. Then, in a number of steps, ‘correctness-preserving’ 
transformations convert the specification into an executable program. The methods 
for logic program development from specifications were studied in, for instance, 
[8,13,16], etc. Though this approach supports the development of programs which 
are correct with respect to a given specification, it is not obvious that the formal 
specification itself properly reflects the designer’s intuitions. Eventually, they should 
be confirmed by running the program and observing its behavior. 
Often, if not always, changes to the specification are proposed to match the formal 
specification to the intuitions. Consequently, a replication of the transformations 
for at least a part of the specification would be required. Unfortunately, the real 
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practice is different. The changes are proposed, but they are made only to the 
program itself, and it is not uncommon that, after a while, the program radically 
departs from the specification. 
Other approaches to program development may also use specifications, but in a 
less rigorous way without having the programs derived from the specifications. 
Prototyping software is one of them. The designer is assumed to use a ‘reasonably’ 
high-level language to develop a program directly in the language. In this case the 
specification is only used as a guideline. Recently, the two approaches have been 
compared in a very interesting study [3]. Clearly, there is no winner in the contest. 
In this light, a language of executable specifications (with an associated program- 
ming environment) is advantageous because it could reduce the dichotomy between 
a specification and the program developed from it. The other advantage is that the 
intuitions can be verified much earlier in the design process and thus reduce the 
cost of producing software. 
In the spectrum from specification to programming languages, logic programming 
[21] (with Prolog as the only widely available logic programming language at 
present) seems to be a plausible midpoint. A ‘pure’ logic program can be thought 
of as a logic formula which specifies the input-output relations between the objects. 
The theorem-prover associated with the language’s interpreter provides the means 
to compute these relations. Thus a logic programming language is sufficiently formal 
and high-level to allow reasoning about the programs, and it provides an immediate 
operational validation of the programmer’s intuitions. Prolog, although dirtied with 
side-effects and incompleteness, is the first language that makes correctness-oriented 
programming more practical. Its relative values as a prototyping language are well 
known (see, e.g., [9]). However, a Prolog program which excessively uses side-effects 
and extra-logical control primitives (e.g. ‘cut’) is often quite obscure and can hardly 
be seen as a specification. A prototyping methodology is needed to enforce the 
discipline of executable specification development for logic programming. 
There have been a number of texts discussing various aspects of methodologies 
for writing logic programs (e.g., [ll, 17, 181). This paper outlines a new rapid 
prototyping methodology based on an explicit specification of object domains and 
control annotations, and applies it to the design of a non-trivial program-a struc- 
ture-editor. A discussion of our experience in validating the prototype comes next. 
Finally, we show how a syntax-directed editor for a programming language can be 
generated via minor additions to the generic editor. 
Specifications of editors appear often in the literature. For example Sufrin presen- 
ted a very involved specification of a display-oriented text editor but he was limited 
to linear text only [36]. Rapid prototyping has also been discussed in the functional 
programming framework. A recent contribution is by Henderson [ 151. 
The syntax we use is roughly patterned on the Edinburgh Prolog. Comments 
begin with the % character and end with the end of line. Each predicate has a 
specification of its domain in terms of the data structures it is defined upon. We 
assume that the reader has a basic knowledge of logic programming with definite 
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clauses and a rudimentary background in Prolog (see, e.g. [24] and [18], 
respectively). 
2. An outline of the methodology 
In developing a prototype the designer has some intuitions about objects and 
relations on these objects to be encoded. One of the tasks is then to represent the 
objects and define the relations in some formal way. The specification should be 
validated by checking its properties and executing it. Ultimately, as many properties 
as possible should be checked by the tools of a programming environment. The 
designer is also a programmer since he turns the informal specification into a formal 
and executable one. 
Conceptually, the design of a prototype consists of the following iterative steps: 
1. Intuitive description of the problem. 
2. Formal specification of the object domains. 
3. Formal specification of the relations on the object domains. 
4. Validation. 
The important points of our methodology are the explicit specification and use 
of the object domains, and the validation method specifically designed for Prolog 
programs. The idea of the domain specification originates from [27] and resembles 
the suggestions of [7] of improving legibility of Prolog programs through added 
redundancy. Eventually, the domain specifications could be used to help the compiler 
produce better code as discussed in [31]. (At the moment of revising this paper the 
recently announced Turbo Prolog compiler appears to use similar domain 
specifications, except that they are not polymorphic [4].) 
Ideally, the design of a specification should be done in a programming environment 
supporting the methodology. For the moment, however, the methodological prescrip- 
tions must be executed manually and/or checked by testing the specification. A 
development of an environment which incorporates this methodology has been 
recently undertaken [20]. 
2.1. Domain specijication 
Since our approach is based on definite-clause logic programming (for example, 
[l, 21]), objects will be represented by trees (i.e. terms of the Herbrand universe), 
and relations on these objects will be defined by definite clauses. For instance, the 
append program quoted in many papers on logic programming: 
append(nil, X, X) +- 
append(X.Xs, Ys, X.Zs) t 
append(Xs, Ys, Zs) 
is intended to deal with lists (constructed by means of the infix operator “.“) of 
some objects, whose structure is not further specified by the program. It is implicitly 
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assumed that the programmer understands at least the general structure of lists 
before he/she writes the (definite clause) logic program. 
Let us notice that in the classical approach to the model-theoretic semantics of 
logic programs, a program has only one semantic domain: the Herbrand universe. 
In particular, each predicate is defined over the entire universe (cf. the Herbrand 
base). However, every relation is concerned with a subset of all objects in the domain 
and so should be the predicates. Hence, the domains of the objects have to be 
represented by subsets of the Herbrand universe. 
For several reasons it can be desirable to provide explicit definitions of the subsets 
of the Herbrand universe, or at least of some of them, since, for example, they will 
interact in the design of predicates. The choice of the semantic domains will also 
influence the way the clauses are written, and conversely, the clauses can affect the 
selection of the domains. So the initial definitions are subject to change, and thus 
keeping them explicit can facilitate the design process. 
To this end, we will use a context-free grammar which will describe the structure 
of the objects. In this approach the non-terminals of the grammar correspond to 
the classes of objects whose definitions can be refined later, while the abstract objects 
can be thought of as derivation trees of the grammar. For the append example the’ 
structure of lists can be described by the following context-free grammar, where the 
structure of atoms is left unspecified: 
List::=nil/ Atom.List 
Atom::=“unspecified object” 
This domain specification could be deduced from the program. Since the structure 
of atoms is not spelled out, it provides a sort of a polymorphic typing mechanism 
(cf. [27]). A more comprehensive study of a similar notion of the polymorphic type 
for Prolog can be found in [30]. For methodological reasons, and in contrast to the 
approach of [29], we suggest that, whenever possible, the type information be 
explicitly provided by the programmer, rather than deduced from the program. 
Using context-free grammars for specifying the universe may be thought of as a 
switch from the one-sorted universe of terms (the classical approach), to many-sorted 
terms as explained in [30]. This also resembles the approach taken in two-level 
grammars 1381 which, to some extent, can be considered to be logic programs [26]. 
2.2. Annotation specijication 
Since we develop Prolog programs the control component is particularly important 
(e.g. efficiency, termination, etc.). Useful information about control can be provided 
by annotating the intended use of the arguments of the relations. Consider, for 
instance, procedures for sorting lists. They often will be of the form: sortlist/2, where 
the first argument is expected to be a ground list and its sorted version is to be 
bound to the second argument (another ground list) when the call succeeds. 
Optionally, this information can be explicitly stated by dividing the arguments of 
a procedure into ‘ground inputs’ and ‘ground outputs’, if applicable. They are 
denoted & and, t, respectively. It was observed by Bruynooghe that such annotations 
improve legibility of the program and facilitate its validation [7]. Similar 
declarations-called modes-which help the compiler produce better code were 
introduced in [6]. Modes differ from annotations in that they describe the arguments 
of a procedure at call time while annotations declare groundness of some of the 
arguments at call time and groundness of other ones upon success. The problem of 
automatic generation of modes was studied by Mellish [28]. 
Generally, the property of a program that a ground input is transformed into a 
ground output is undecidable; only a sufficient condition can be given (for details 
see [lo]). For the purpose of the prototyping methodology we propose to use the 
input-output annotations whenever the designer expects the procedure to be used 
in such a restricted way. The validation process will then incorporate some reasoning 
about the correctness of the annotations. 
2.3. Validation methodology 
Our assumption about the development of a prototype logic program is that it is 
the very first formal specification of the problem. Since such a specification cannot 
be proven correct we need to validate it. Although it always has a model, it is not 
necessarily the one the designer has in mind. Moreover, since Prolog introduces 
incompatibilities between the declarative and the procedural semantics, the designer 
need not only validate the logic but also the control of the program. Hence Kowalski’s 
catchphrase 
Algorithm = Logic + Control 
applies to program validation too. 
It is then convenient to conceptually divide the validation of Prolog programs in 
two parts: validating logic and validating control. For a number of reasons we adopt 
a broad understanding of validation of Prolog programs. Namely, it consists of 
executing the program in order to check th.at it conforms to the designer’s intuition, 
and of checking that, when appropriate, the clauses are mutually exclusive, exhaus- 
tive, terminating, and have consistent annotations. These notions are described in 
the sequel. Further, it is assumed that the designer has sufficient knowledge about 
what the program is supposed to do (he can read the documentation, has the 
knowledge of the domain the program formalizes or can consult an expert in the 
domain. etc.). 
In an attempt to formalize aspects of the validation process Shapiro defined the 
correctness of a logic program with respect to a model provided by a functional 
oracle [34]. While his approach is theoretically very elegant, the practicality of his 
ideas for larger programs has not yet been established. 
In our experience, the current methods for validation of Prolog programs largely 
follow those for validating other software, but certain aspects of validation are 
different and we concentrate on them here. It is not surprising that they generally 
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relate to the discrepancies between the operational and declarative semantics of 
Prolog. 
In a recent article Subrahmanyam analyzed Prolog as a software tool in the 
engineering of expert systems [35]. Although in a different application context (i.e. 
expert systems), some of his remarks on the feasibility of Prolog for software 
engineering are similar to ours. 
2.3.1. Implementation-dependent problems 
For the sake of completeness and for historical reasons we mention certain 
implementation-dependent 
peculiarities-or design flaws-of some of the existing 
interpreters. For instance, if the program is developed in the Edinburgh Prolog 
dialects C-Prolog [32] or DEC10/20 Prolog [6], one has to check the following: 
- are all the names of the predicates spelled correctly? Edinburgh Prolog simply fails 
upon calling an undefined (e.g., misspelled) predicate. This results in unexpected 
and uncontrollable backtracking, usually rather hard to pinpoint. MPROLOG 
[25] makes a much better decision here. First, there are tools in the environment 
which will discover undefined predicates. Second, the interpreter stops, allows 
the user to correct the definition, and resumes the execution. Third, MPROLOG 
provides programmable error handling, so, in extremis, one can simulate the 
Edinburgh Prolog behavior. 
- does the program abort or not? Again, the Edinburgh Prolog has a doubtful 
strategy of aborting from built-in arithmetic procedures if the arguments are not 
numbers. MPROLOG handles it as explained above. 
Some of the newer Prolog systems have begun to incorporate tools which help 
discover such errors and/or graciously recover from them. 
2.3.2. Validating control: Consistency of annotations 
Prolog procedural semantics is strictly sequential and the designer must validate 
that the declarative semantics coincides with the Prolog execution strategy. (It should 
be stressed, however, that there are Prolog programs which under no ordering can 
be made to have the same declarative and procedural semantics. For an example 
see [24, p. 531.) One of the first things a Prolog programmer must learn is that tests 
should come after generators. (See, for example, [24, p. 561.) If care is not taken, 
then the most probable result is under depth-first execution, or, at 
least, unacceptable inefficiency. Hence, the programmer must make sure that the 
program terminates, and that the clauses and goals in their bodies are arranged in 
a way suitable for the language interpreter. The basic methods for validating 
termination of recursive Prolog programs are discussed in [17]. 
The requirement of suitably arranging the goals in the body is particularly 
important. To this end, the programmer should use the expected data flow informa- 
tion expressed by means of the annotations. If a program is fully annotated the 
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following (sufficient) condition can be often used to check the consistency of 
annotations (cf. [lo]): 
For every clause A,+ A, A. . . A A,,, n s 0, 
(1) if a variable x occurs in an input of A,, j > 0, then x occurs in an input of 
A, or in an output of Ai, i < j; 
(2) If x occurs in an output of AO, then it occurs in an input of A,, or in an 
output of some of A,, 0 <j G n. 
For an example see Section 4. 
2.3.3. Validating logic 
Examining Prolog programs we have found that if, whenever possible, the pro- 
grammer takes care to write procedures which are mutually exclusive, and/or 
exhaustive, then such programs are easier to analyze and validate. We discuss such 
procedures below. 
Backtracking and recursion. As is well known, Prolog simulates non-determinism 
by sequential backtracking. It is the mechanism of control which is related to the 
logic of a program. It can be used to generate multiple solutions to a problem, but 
if used unskillfully leads to undesirable effects. Consider two procedures: one is a 
generator of integers from a given interval and the other is a factorial: 
% Nat ::=Ols(Nat) 
% generate : Nat x Nat % L t) 
assumed to be defined elsewhere 
generate(From, To, From) + 
From < s(To) % s is the successor function 
generate(From, To, Result) + 
From < s(To) A generate(s(From), To, Result) 
% factorial : Integer X Integer % (4.T) 
% Integer is a standard Prolog domain 
factorial(0, 1) + 
factorial(N, R) + 
subl(N, Nl)~factorial(Nl, Rl)~times(Rl,N, R) 
These definitions illustrate the subtle relation between recursion and backtracking. 
Namely, many Prolog programmers, especially beginners, will often accept the 
above factorial specification as a valid one since a superficially similar program in 
a deterministic language would be so. In a non-deterministic language, however, 
the second clause can be reached (upon backtracking) and an infinite loop will 
occur. The problem is that the first clause does not exclude the possibility of using 
the second one, as the standard if-thendse statement would have. Hence, the 
correct way to specify factorial is to make sure the domains of the arguments are 
appropriate; in this case we need the N>O check: 
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Now, the conditions are mutually exclusive (0 and N>O) and exhaustive, i.e. 
covering all the cases defined by the domain definitions of the input argument (with 
the quiet assumption that the missing case N < 0 is defined implicitly under the 
well-known closed world assumption). 
On the other hand these requirements do not apply to the specification of generate 
since it is not a function of its arguments. 
Often, an appropriate data structure choice may help obtain mutually exclusive 
clauses in a natural way. For example, factorial defined with Peano’s arithmetics 
does not suffer from the problem: 
% factorial : Nat x Nat 
factorial(0, s(O)) 
factorial(s(N), R) + 
% (L. T) 
% s is the successor function 
% 0 is always different from s(N), hence the 
% specification is mutually exclusive on 
the input argument 
factorial(N, Rl) A times(R1, s(N), Fi) 
More about exhaustive specijcations. The requirement of exhaustive clauses is 
necessary to avoid some other problems related to non-determinism. For instance, 
there are cases where it may be impossible to know a priori all the input values. 
Then, a failure to provide a safeguard may lead to undesirable backtracking. 
Consider, for instance, the definition for an input command handler (unimportant 
details are omitted for clarity): 
% execommand : {back, down, next, up} v Unknown x. x. . 
exeCommand(back, _, _) + 
back(_, -) 
exeCommand(down, _, _) + 
down(_. -) 
exeCommand(next, _, _) + 
next(_, -) 
exeCommand(up, _, _) + 
uP(-. -) 
% (L, L t) 
and assume that these are the only available commands. Should the user try to use 
any other command, e.g. reset, an unforeseen backtracking will occur. The safeguard 
in such cases is the ‘catch-all’ clause: 
exeCommand(Otherwise, _, _) + 
diff_from_each(Otherwise, [back, down, next, up]) A 
message(error, ‘Undefined command’) 
The above solution is somewhat simplified and error and exception handling need 
a deeper study similar to that done in the context of algebraic specifications, e.g. 
[2]. Some Prolog programmers tend to use the ‘cut’ to achieve the operationally 
similar effect. This renders much of the logic programming advantages void. If, 
instead of a successful catch-all clause, one wants a failure, then it is advisable to 
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provide at least a comment and/or include a specific clause. Such additions sig- 
nificantly facilitate validating large software, because we will know that the designer 
did not forget to include that case. Hence, the specification of factorial (the one 
which does not use Peano’s arithmetics) could also contain this clause: 
factorial( N, -) + 
N<OAfail 
% fail for negative integers 
3. Specification of an editor 
Our specification starts with a description of intuitions about editing and its 
domains. The intuitions are followed by an informal specification of the edit actions 
and data structures. Finally, a formal specification is given. The intuitions are made 
more suggestive by using the example of browsing and editing a structure like a 
book. The user can also think of viewing and editing a program, or VLSI chip, 
debugging a parallel execution by browsing through the execution tree, and, with 
some modifications, browsing through and manipulating a semantic network, etc. 
3.1. Intuitions 
The intuitions are: 
- There is a collection of ordered structured objects with a distinguished focus of 
attention (e.g., a book which has a hierarchy of parts, chapters, sections, etc. 
down to sentences, words and single characters with the reader about to read, 
for example, the second sentence in the third section of the first part of the book). 
- There are operations which transform the repository to another repository by 
moving the focus of attention (e.g. from one to another section) or by adding 
and deleting objects in the repository, or by reorganizing and searching it (e.g., 
inserting a new sentence, deleting a word, swapping two sections searching for 
an object, etc.). The actions can be subject to constraints. For example, an object 
to be added must satisfy some syntactic and/or semantic requirements. 
_ There is an interpreter which 
- displays the repository with the current focus, 
- executes actions. 
3.2. Formalizing the specijication 
We propose that the data structure representing the collection is an ordered tree 
with atomic leaves (i.e. with leaves treated as indivisible elements). We expect that 
free browsing through the repository should be possible. Hence the data structure 
should support moves in every direction, like ‘up’, ‘down’, ‘back’ and ‘forth’. 
Otherwise, if we just had a string of atomic symbols, the assumption still made in 
many text editors, the only actions would be ‘next’ and ‘back’, or compositions of 
these primitives. In this case a simple data structure of two stacks (or queues) would 
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be quite satisfactory. (There are other obvious and even simpler data structures 
which would be sufficient to represent linear text.) 
In this arrangement, the first stack would represent the content ‘before’ the current 
focus (e.g. atoms already read) and the other one the content ‘after’ the current 
focus (e.g. atoms to be read). In a simplified form this idea appears in [37]. 
We require that one can access any of the nodes and leaves of a tree, for example 
by visiting the nodes in the depth-first-left-to-right order. (Trees are depicted with 
the root at the top and leaves at the bottom.) We also require that, at any moment, 
it is possible to move the focus back to the previous position, rather than re-start 
from the top of the tree. In summary, the data structure must have enough memory 
to represent the ‘past’ (to allow returning to any previous position). Further, the 
requirement of moving in arbitrary directions within the tree (like both up and 
down) means that, in particular, for every child the data structure must provide 
access to its parent. 
So let us assume that the data repository with a distinguished focus of attention 
is a tree with the current position of the cursor before some tree T,,j as illustrated 
in Fig. 1. Tree T,,; will also be called the current tree. 
T 1.1 T,,,-, T,., T I.” 
Fig. 1. Perspective tree with cursor A before tree T 
Let the new data structure, i.e. the tree together with the cursor, be called the 
perspective, as in Sandewall’s Information Management System [33]. Actually, 
Sandewall inspired us to develop this specification and, to our knowledge, he was 
first to provide the perspective data structure formalization. Let then the perspective 
constructor have the functor name per. We borrow idea of stacks to 
w(T,,,-, Ti.,, P. T,,j. Ti,,) (1) 
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where Ti,i_, Ti,, is the ‘before’ stack, T,,, T,,, is the ‘after’ stack with Ti,,_, and 
T,,i being the tops of the stacks, and P currently being undefined. 
Though the structure of perspectives has not yet been completely defined, it is 
already possible to express more precisely the intuitions about the next and back 
operations. For example (see Fig. 2), next transforms perspective (1) to 
per(Ti,,T,,,-1 T,,, , P, Ti,j+l T,,,). (4 
That is, the top of the ‘after’ stack is popped and pushed on the ‘before’ stack. 
Let us call a sequence of trees a forest and denote it with a letter F, optionally 
followed by an index. From now on let the first and third arguments of a perspective 
be called the left and the right forests, respectively. 
A forest is either empty or it can be constructed from a tree and another forest 
by a constructor, say cons. Consequently, the next operation applied to a perspective 
per( F, , P. cons(T. F2)) 
yields 
per(cons(T. F, ). P. P2) 
for an arbitrary tree T, perspective P, and forests F, and 
as a definition of the next operation and written as the 
axiom: 
F,. This can be accepted 
following definite clause 
next(per(F,, P, cons(T, FJ), per(cons(T, F,), P, FJ) + % (J, t) 
(3) 
(4) 
Fig. 2. Perspective of Fig. 1 after operation next. 
Similarly, since we want back to be a reverse of next, we have 
back(per(cons(T, F,), P, F2), per(F,, P, cons(T, FJ)) + % (L, t) 
The ‘horizontal’ movements appeared not to require the additional second argu- 
ment to the perspective. Next, we shall try to tackle the ‘vertical’ movements of the 
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cursor in the repository and attempt to express the intuitions about the down and 
up operations. Intuitively, down transforms the current perspective with the cursor 
before tree T,,, to a perspective with the cursor in front of one of the children of T,,, . 
The children of a non-empty tree form a forest. Let function tree be a constructor 
which takes a forest F and returns a tree, e.g., tree(F). So, tree(F) is the tree whose 
children are the forest F. Let down move the cursor to the first child of T,,,, i.e., T,,,,, 
(see Fig. 3). This can be expressed by the following axiom: 
down(per(F,, P, cons(tree(F,,), FJ), per(nil, P’, F,,)) % (J, T) (5) 
The second perspective has the empty left forest since the cursor is now before the 
entire right forest F,, . The remaining question is the form of P’. 
T 111.1 
Fig. 3. Perspective of Fig. 1 after operation down 
Following the pattern of the next and back pair, up should be a reverse of down. 
How can we formalize this? Since the left and right forests do not contain any 
information about the parent level, the second component of the perspective must 
provide it. So, let us notice that if we make the form of the perspective P’ explicit 
by putting P’=per(F, , P, F2), then axiom (5) refines to 
down(per(F,, P. cons(tree(F,,), FJ), per(nil, per(F,, P. FJ, F,,))+ 
which, in turn, leads to this axiom for up 
% (J, t) 
up(per(nil, per(F,, P. F,). F,,), per(F,, P. cons(tree(F,,). FJ))+ % (J. t) 
In this way we have satisfied the goal that the perspective data structure contains 
enough ‘history’ to support an arbitrary number of steps: next and back, up and 
down, and their combinations. This is a recursive data structure and it is a generaliz- 
ation of standard trees in the same way back-linked lists generalize standard lists. 
The perspective appearing as the second argument of any perspective (with the 
exception of the empty one) is a perspective. We shall refer to it as the upper 
perspective. 
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We now feel that our intuitions are solid enough to conclude this section with a 
formal definition of the data structure used to represent the repository. Here is the 
CF grammar defining it: 
Persp ::= empty1 per(Forest, Persp, Forest) 
Forest ::= nil Icons(Tree, Forest) 
Tree ::= leaf(M) 1 tree(Forest) 
M ::= ‘a set of atoms (Molecules)’ A parameter defined in a particular 
application. For the purpose of this 
specification assumed to be a non- 
terminal of the grammar. 
Note. The list operator ‘cons’ is used to construct a forest since a list implementation 
of stacks is anticipated. We could easily avoid this implementation detail by 
writing, e.g., 
Forest::=nil /for(Tree, Forest) 
and later introducing the former definition. 
3.3. More commands 
In the previous section we have shown how the requirement of symmetry, so 
obvious in the case of next and back, led to the development of a data structure 
appropriate for the pair down and up. Once the data structure is developed, one 
can try to define other, more complex commands. 
As an example let us consider a reset command, which moves an arbitrary current 
cursor to the beginning of the repository, creating a ‘topmost’ perspective with the 
cursor located just left of the repository root. More precisely, the left forest and the 
perspective should be empty (i.e., nil and empty, respectively), and the right forest 
should contain the entire respository. This topmost perspective is obtained from the 
current one by moving the cursor from its current position (a) to the topmost one 
(b). Figure 4 illustrates this case, which can be written as 
% reset: PerspxPersp 
reset(per(F,, PI, FJ, per(nil, empty, Allhere)) + 
‘conditions defining the form of Allhere’ 
% (L 5) 
This is a tougher case as it is impossible to explicitly describe the (recursive) form 
of the Allhere forest. Hence, we temporarily write an informal specification which 
will soon be replaced by a recursive and formal definition. The base case appears 
simple: 
reset(per(nil, empty, Allhere), per(nil, empty, Allhere))+ % (L T) (6) 
For the recursive case we can try to define reset as a conjunction of reset and up: 
reset(per(F1, Pl, F2). ResetPersp) t % (4, t) 
up(per(F1, Pl, F2). Upper) A (7) 
reset(Upper, ResetPersp) 
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Fig. 4. Reset: cursor is moved from a to b 
Had our methodological prescriptions been implemented as tools of a program- 
ming environment, the definition of up would have been automatically discovered 
to be non-exhaustive. (It is not exhaustive because we have not defined it for any 
case other than the empty left forest.) So, until such tools are implemented, (for a 
possible approach see [20]), we must either have a keen eye or resort to a manual 
validation. 
The actual discovery happened at the time of executing the program, but we 
present it as if we had a keen eye. However, the description of what follows is a 
true presentation of the incremental growth of the prototype, since the execution 
started already with the minimal set of commands described in Section 3.2. 
So, we augment the up operation before completing the axiomatization of reset. 
To this end we introduce the rewind operation (abbreviated rew) such that it relates 
the leftmost position of the cursor on a given level (i.e., per(nil, P, F) for some P and 
F) with any other cursor position on this level. The simplest way to define rew is 
by a recursive use of back. (There is a more compact definition of rew which does 
not use back explicitly. However, it is less intuitive. Incidentally, it can be automati- 
cally obtained from the following specification by means of partial evaluation [ 191.) 
% rew : Persp x Persp 
rew(per(nil, P, F), per(nil, P, F))+ 
% (4. t) 
rew(per(cons(T,, F,), P, F2), RewoundPersp) + 
back(per(cons(T,, F,), P, F2), P’) A rew(P’, RewoundPersp) 
A consequence of this definition is that if two perspectives are in the rew relation, 
then their second arguments must be identical, and the second perspective, named 
RewoundPersp, indeed has the form per(nil, P, F). 
To prove this, we first notice that perspective P does not change in back nor in 
the termination case of rew. From the definition of back P’ has the form 
per(F, , P, cons(T, , FJ). So, by trivial structural induction on F, the left forest in P’ will 
eventually become nil. Consequently, RewoundPersp is of the form per(nil, P, F). 
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Using the intermediate result of the proof we can now rewrite the second clause 
of rew: 
rew(per(cons(T, , F,), P, F2), per(nil, P, F3)) - 
rew(oer(f,, P. cons(T,, FJ). perlnil, P. F3)) 
Let us mention that this result is generated by partial evaluation [19] of the first 
definitions of rew. 
After this lengthy excursion to define rew, we are in a position to refine the 
definition of up. Let us recall that after rewinding, the perspective in Fig. 1. becomes 
the perspective as in Fig. 5. That is, the left forest is empty. Hence, it can satisfy 
the base condition of up. In conclusion, the refined version of up is: 
up(per(nil, per(F,, PI, FJ, Forest), per(F,, P,, cons(tree(Forest), FJ)) +- 
up(per(cons(T, I F,). w(F,, I PII I Fd. F2), per(Fll, PII I cons(tree(h). b)))+ 
rewber(cons(T,, F,), w(F,, I PII, W, F2), wr(nil, per(F,, , PII, Fd F3))) 
The second clause seems a bit loaded with symbols. The reader can be helped 
by a hint that F3 is the result of rewinding in which the elements of the forest 
cons(T, , F,) were pushed on the forest stack Fz. Figure 6 illustrates this case. 
Finally we can refine reset. The first case is obvious: 
reset(per(F,, empty, F2), ResetPersp) + 
rew(per(F,, empty, F,), ResetPers) 
(64 
Notice that we have to modify (6) because under the definition of up, neither (6) 
nor (7) account for the case where F, + nil and the upper perspective is empty. 
The recursive case of reset is again a bit elaborate, but should be clear from the 
discussion: 
reset(per(F,, per(F,, , P,, , F,,), F2), TobeRewound) + 
up(per(F, I wrFll I PII, F,,). F2), UpperPers) A 
reset(UpperPers, TobeRewound) 
(74 
The repertoire of commands can be easily extended. Some of the more interesting 
are inserting and deleting an element, lifting a tree and sinking a forest (i.e., replacing 
Fig. 5. Perspective of Fig. 1 after operation rewound. 
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Fig. 6. Arbitrary up is: rewound (from a to b) and up (from h to c) when the left forest is nil 
a tree by its corresponding forest and collapsing a forest into a tree, respectively), 
searching, etc. The sinking command can accept an optional argument to specify 
the subforest to be sunk. Specification of the relations defining such commands is 
left to the reader. 
3.4. The interpreter 
It is straightforward to write a pragmatic interpreter for the language of commands 
we have introduced. However, for the sake of satisfying a fastidious reader, we first 
define an interpreter in a completely pure way. Although it is Prolog-executable it 
would be a rather inconvenient prototype to use, since that interpreter is not 
interactive. The interpreter which is finally given is interactive and obviously more 
realistic, yet the side-effects introduced do not make any conceptual change to 
the specification. Under reasonable assumptions it could be proven that the two 
interpreters are equivalent. 
We assume that there is a sequence S of user commands, and a perspective P. 
The interpreter is to produce a new perspective NP. The sequence S can be empty, 
or it may be constructed from a command (one of the operation symbols introduced 
above), and a (possibly empty) sequence of commands. Let the sequence constructor 
be seq. The specification of data structures is 
Seq ::= nil Iseq(Com, Seq) 
Corn ::= next 1 back(down 1 up 1 reset 1 rewind 
The interpreter is a ternary relation specified by the following axioms: 
% interpret: PerspXSeq X Persp % (L L, t) 
interpret(P, nil, P) % The empty sequence of commands does 
not change the perspective. 
interpret(P, seq(C, S), NP)+ 
step(P, C, P,) A interpret(P,, S. NP) 
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The interpretation of each of the command is defined by referring to the axioms 
concerning the corresponding actions, e.g. 
% step : Persp x Corn x Persp 
step(P, back, P,) + 
back(P, P,) 
% (1, J, T) 
The specification of the interpreter given above is executable in Prolog. However, 
it does not provide an acceptable prototype of the system, at least for the following 
reasons: 
- the perspectives are represented on the screen as terms, which is rather incon- 
venient and practically illegible, 
- there is no interaction between the user and the interpreter. The command 
sequence is predefined, and commands cannot be entered during the operation 
of the interpreter. 
To make our specification into a prototype system, we refer to the operational 
semantics of Prolog, and introduce input and output procedures. However, the 
original (‘pure’ Horn clause) specification can still be obtained from the Prolog 
program by removing calls to the input and output procedures. 
interpret(P, seq(C, S). N) + 
displayP(P) A 
% (L, t. t) 
step(P, C, Pl) A 
interpret(P1, S, N) 
% step : Persp x Corn x Persp 
step( P, C, Pl ) + 
read(C) A 
% (Jr t, T) 
exe( C, P, Pl ) 
These kinds of interpreters appear often in programming tasks. They implement 
a state machine: an initial state, transition functions and a final state. In our case 
the initial state is any perspective (often, but not necessarily, it will be the empty 
one), the final state is arbitrary, and the transition functions is step, which indirectly 
uses the commands. The interpreter is augmented with the side-effects for displaying 
the perspective and reading commands. Since we are interested only in the current 
perspective, we skip the last argument of the interpret procedure as well as the 
second argument representing the command sequence. This leads to: 
% interpret: Persp % (L) 
Interpret(Perspective) + 
displayP(Perspective) A 
step(Perspective, NewPerspective) A 
interpret(NewPerspective) 
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% step : Persp X Persp % (L t) 
step(Perspective, NewPerspective) + 
readCommand(Com) A 
exeCommand(Com, Perspective, NewPerspective) 
Let us ignore the details of the readcommand specification and see execommand: 
% execommand : Corn x Persp x Persp % (L, L, t) 
exeCommand(back, OldPersp, NewPersp) + 
back(OldPersp, NewPersp) 
exeCommand(down, OldPersp, NewPersp) t 
down(OldPersp, NewPersp) 
This finishes the specification/programming of the interpreter. The resulting code 
is both a specification as well as a program because one can read it declaratively 
(‘what is true’ about the up operation), and operationally (‘how to’ perform this 
operation). 
3.5. The display 
Efficient and effective display of information stored in a computer form is a 
research topic in itself. Although it would be interesting to see if and how one could 
specify a sophisticated display, it would go beyond the scope of this paper. We 
restrict ourselves to a simple display in order to quickly achieve an executable 
prototype. To this end we assume that only the right forest of a current perspective 
is displayed, and that its beginning is placed in the upper-left corner of the screen. 
Under these assumptions, the display procedure is quite straightforward. In specify- 
ing it, the definition of the perspective data structure is exceedingly helpful. 
The procedure reflects the definition of the perspective, and the encoding is quite 
self-explanatory. Some necessary comments are provided: 
% displayP: Persp % (L) 
displayP(empty) + % No action for the empty perspective. 
crt(clearscreen) A 
message(warning, ‘Empty perspective’) 
displayP(per(F1, P cons(T2, F2))) + % skip left forest, start in the left upper 
corner 
crt(clearscreen) A 
displayForest(cons(T2, F2). 1, 1, NewRow, NewColumn) 
displayP(per(cons(T1, Fl), P. nil))+ 
crt(clearscreen) A 
% of the screen 
message(warning, ‘Right forest empty’) 
We assume that there is a Prolog-accessible implementation of procedures to 
handle the screen (for instance, the necessary escape sequences can be defined with 
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Prolog built-in output procedures). We also assume that the screen is divided into 
three windows: the display, the command, and the message window. The windows 
can be implemented on a terminal with cursor-controlling sequences. 
A rather simple-minded approach to screen handling is taken. Each time a change 
to a window is made that window is entirely refreshed. The only parameter checked 
is the size of the output. Lines which are too long are truncated, only a predefined 
number of siblings in each forest are displayed, and the perspective tree is displayed 
up to a predefined depth, the rest being truncated. For example, the outsideWindow 
predicate ensures that the display does not continue beyond the window’s 
boundaries: 
% displayForest: Forest x Integer x Integer x Integer x Integer 
% (L 1.4, T, t) 
displayForest(F, Row, Column, Row, Column) t 
outsideWindow(Row, Column) 
% no action if outside 
% Termination case 
displayForest(nil, Row, Column, Row, Column) + 
insideWindow(Row, Column) 
displayForest(cons(T, F), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) + 
insideWindow(Row, Column) A 
displayTree(T, Row, Column, NewRowl, NewColumnl) A 
displayForest(F, NewRowl, NewColumnl, NewRow, NewColumn) 
The second and third arguments are the starting position for the display, and the 
fourth and fifth arguments say from where the next object, if any, is to start. Notice 
how the definition of Forest helps to write the specification of displayforest. 
We continue with the displayTree predicate following the syntactic definition 
of Tree: 
% displayTree :Tree x Integer x Integer x Integer x Integer % (4, 1.1. t. t) 
displayTree(leaf(M), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) t 
writeout(leaf(M), Row Column, NewRow, NewColumn) 
displayTree(tree(Forest), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) + 
displayForest(Forest, Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) 
It is not difficult to supply the insidewindow, outsideWindow, message and writeout 
predicates, but rather quickly one will discover that this specification of the display 
package is somewhat inadequate. For example, writeout may run outside the window. 
Depending on the terminal type, the result can be automatic wrap-around, over- 
writing the last character, or truncation. We further notice that the first clause of 
the displayTree is not satisfactory as it conceals the fact that a new forest is started, 
i.e., the display descends one level down in the perspective tree. These factors 
lead us to a more refined version. 
In particular, we associate with every level of the perspective tree an integer (the 
standard depth of a tree) so that the formatting of each tree in a forest becomes 
proportional to the depth of its root. The following code has been extracted from 
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the running version of the (syntax-directed) editor: 
displayP(nil. -) + 
clearWindow(display) A 
message(warning, ‘Empty perspective’) 
% We have a perspective to display; the simple-minded approach taken here 
% is to display the right forest only, indented to depth. The column position of 
% the first line is initialized from the nesting depth. 
displayP(per(F1, Pl, F2), Depth) + 
clearWindow(display) A 
Displaydepth is Depth +2 A 
displayForest(F2, 1, Displaydepth, NewRow, NewColumn, Displaydepth) 
% Display a forest-args are a forest, two pairs of rows and columns 
% (start, an input, and finish, and output), and the nesting depth. 
% No display for the empty forest, or if out of bounds 
displayForest(_, Row, Column, Row, Column, _)+ 
outsideScreen(Row, Column) 
displayForest([ ], Row, Column, Row, Column, Depth) t 
insideScreen(Row, Column) 
% Otherwise, display tree-by-tree, and use recursion. 
displayForest( [Tree 1 Forest], Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn, Depth) + 
insideScreen(Row, Column) A 
displayTree(Tree, Row, Column, NewRowl, NewColumnl, Depth) A 
displayForest(Forest, NewRowl, NewColumnl, NewRow, 
NewColumn, Depth) 
% display Tree-same specs as displayforest, except that the first 
% argument is a tree, not a forest. 
% If a leaf, just output it. 
displayTree(leaf(M), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn, Depth) + 
out(leaf(M), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) 
% If a labelled tree, pretend it’s unlabelled. 
displayTree(Itree(Label, Forest), R, C, NR, NC, Depth)+ 
displayTree(tree(Forest), R, C, NR, NC, Depth) 
% Otherwise, print the nesting depth, and display the forest of our 
% children, after appropriately updating depth and screen coords. 
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displayTree(tree(Forest), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn, Depth) + 
updateDepth(Depth, NewDepth) A 
updateCoordin(NewDepth, Row, Rowl, Column, Columnl) A 
displayForest(Forest, Rowl, Columnl, RowP, Column2, NewDepth) A 
updateCoordin(Depth, Row2, NewRow, Column2, NewColumn) 
% These do the updates for tree indentation the variable names are 
% completely mnemonic. 
updateDepth(Depth, NewDepth) + 
NewDepth is Depth+2 
updateCoordin(Depth, Row, Rowl, Column, Columnl)+ 
Row1 is Row +l A Column1 is Depth 
% Output a leaf.. variable names are mnemonic. 
out(leaf(M), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) + 
crt(gotorc, Row, Column) A 
print(leaf(M)), nl A % Flush buffer.. 
placeCursor(leaf(M), Row, Column, NewRow, NewColumn) 
% Calculate change in cursor position due to a leaf’s being printed. 
% placecursor knows about various flavors of leaves 
placeCursor(leaf(nonterm(X)). R, C, NR, NC)+ 
placeCursor(leaf(X), R, C, NR, NCl) A 
NC is NC1 +4 
placeCursor(leaf(terminal(X)), R, C, NR, NC)+ 
placeCursor(leaf(X), R, C, NR, NC) 
placeCursor(leaf(Molec), Row, Column, Row, NewColumn) + 
output_length(Molec, N) A 
NewColumn is Column +N +l A % extra 1 for space between leaves 
crt(gotorc, Row, NewColumn) 
% Takes row and column position, both input. 
insideScreen( R, C) + 
lsR~Rc20~ 
lsC~C~80 
outside Screen( R, C) + 
not(insideScreen( R, C)) 
% Printing out leaves of various flavors 
portray(leaf(X)) + print(X) 
portray(terminal(X)) +- print(X) 
portray(nonterm(X)) +- crt(hilight) A write(X) A crt(lowlight) 
This completes the editor. The display package seemed easy to write, and we 
decided to implement the first, simple-minded solution. It very quickly gave a chance 
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to test the specification, but eventually appeared too simplistic. The second refined 
display proved more realistic. 
4. Validation 
In this section we discuss selected issues on the validation of the editor. 
(1) Consistency of annotations. For an example of checking the consistency of 
annotations let us consider the definition of reset: 
reset(per(F,, per(F,, , P,, , F,,), F2), TobeRewound)+ 
up(per(F,, w(Fll I PII I F,,), F2). UwerPers) A 
reset(UpperPers, TobeRewound) 
% (L, t) 
For the annotations chosen for reset and up the conditions of Section 2.3.2 are 
fulfilled. 
If the order of the up and reset goals is inverted, the declarative semantics 
remains unchanged. However, under the operational semantics of Prolog, the second 
ordering would most probably produce an infinite loop. As shown by the annotations, 
up is a generator of UpperPers and reset depends on that value in terminating its 
execution. Further, it is easy to see that the inverted version of the clause is not 
consistent with the annotations chosen for the predicate. 
(2) Validating Logic. Similarly to the consistency checking of the annotations we 
have to manually validate the logic. In practice, we are unable to perform a complete 
manual validation of code as large as lo-15 pages and it must be mixed with testing 
the code. 
Instances of non-exhaustive specifications lead to superficially bizarre behavior 
and, due to the lack of appropriate debugging tools, are difficult to locate. For 
instance, in the beginning we were unable to display a tree, because in the displayTree 
procedure we forgot to specify a clause for the recursive case of the definition of 
Tree (see Section 3.5). So, when testing an insertion (via the insert command) there 
was a failure to display that tree. After correcting that error, the command up was 
found not to be exhaustive, and caused unexpected failures. And again, after making 
changes to the definition of up, there still were problems. This time the changed 
clauses specifying up did not happen to be mutually exclusive. That error led to a 
second display of some ‘old’ perspective and we had a really hard time in discovering 
the culprit. 
In several cases the specification was not well defined in the ‘boundary’ cases. It 
appeared that we had to complete the specification wi,th some warning messages 
and change our initial intuitions in many cases. For example, we first assumed that 
next cannot be done only if the right forest is empty. After a while (with the display 
strategy of showing the right forest only) we realized that the user must somehow 
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be informed when the last element of the forest has been reached. This led to the 
following change in the specification of next: 
next(per(F1, P, cons(T, nil)), per(cons(T, Fl), P, nil))+ 
message(warning, ‘the last element on this level’) 
There are also advantages of backtracking. The superficially bizarre effects of 
resatisfying certain clauses are actually very useful, because they disclose certain 
ambiguities in the specification (i.e. the non-exhaustive clauses). 
We should mention that the domain specifications have also been very helpful 
in checking whether the specifications of a predicate are exhaustive. Typically, the 
domain D of an argument is defined by a grammatical rule of the form 
D::=E,I...\E, 
and it is relatively easy to see whether each of the subdomains is covered by the 
predicate specification. 
These rules are also used to construct the test data. Each rule describes the 
structure of the data and a partitioning of the data domain into disjoint sets. For 
instance, a partition of the domain Forest can be characterized by the following 
sentential forms of the grammar: 
nil, cons(leaf( M), Forest), cons(tree( Forest), Forest) 
(the names M and Forest denote non-terminals of the grammar). 
The subdomains described by these forms are respectively: 
nil _ the singleton consisting of the empty forest, 
cons(leaf( M), Forest) _ the set of forests such that the leftmost tree is a leaf 
cons(tree(Forest), Forest) - the set of forests such that the leftmost tree is not a 
leaf 
For a systematic testing the programmer selects an element from each of them. 
If a more exhaustive testing is required, a subpartition of the partition can be 
constructed by an application of the grammatical rules to the sentential forms. The 
test elements selected in the previous step will fall into some of the new subdomains. 
New test elements should be selected from the other subdomains. In this way our 
test sets satisfy the asymptotic reliability and the validity criteria of [5]. In contrast 
to the declarative debugging of [23] we suggest a selective testing guided on one 
hand by the domain specification and on the other hand by the intuition of the user 
who selects the granularity of a partition and the elements of the subdomains. 
Further development of this approach may lead to some automatic test data gener- 
ation for Prolog programs similar to the techniques reported by Bouge [5] and 
Gerhart [ 121. 
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5. Applications of the editor 
Initially, the specification was meant as an exercise in writing executable 
specifications in definite clauses. Eventually, it appeared that the editor we specified 
is a very generic software tool with a couple of interesting applications. We describe 
here a syntax-directed editor for a programming language which was generated via 
minor additions. 
To this end let us notice that the editor can derive any tree by an appropriate 
combination of insert commands. Now let us restrict the derivable trees to those 
which are abstract syntax trees representing elements of a programming language, 
for example, a subset of Pascal, or Prolog. 
Assuming the simplest mode of working with a syntax-directed editor for Pascal, 
the user starts writing a program in top-down fashion. The editor is driven by the 
grammar, displays the top grammar rule for a program and the user is prompted 
to fill in terminals. When a non-deterministic choice is possible (e.g., various types 
of iterative statements), the user is asked to make the choice from a menu. At any 
moment there is a possibility of switching from filling in terminals to reading in 
raw text. In such cases the grammar is used to parse the input. 
The modifications included a grammar of the language written in the Definite 
Clause Grammar notation (or in straight Prolog code), a definition of an expand 
command, an extension to the display so that it could distinguish between non- 
terminals and terminals, and a choice handler (when more than one expansion is 
possible the user must be asked to make a choice). The entire editor (with the 
syntax-directed extension for Prolog) takes 15 pages of pretty-printed code. The 
entire extension (including the extensions to screen handling and the grammar of 
the language) took no more than one full day for the students in a logic programming 
course. 
6. Conclusions and future research 
A methodology for rapid prototyping in definite clauses has been introduced. It 
includes prescriptions for writing clauses and their semantic domains (which may 
be considered a polymorphic type definition for the logic program). The addition 
of control annotations, and methods for validating the resulting code leads to clean 
Prolog code. Our methodology does not make any commitment to particular develop- 
ment styles and a variety of them have been used. For example, the next and 
back operations were developed in bottom-up fashion, up and down by gradual 
completion, reset - top-down, etc. 
The generic editor has been parameterized to obtain a syntax-directed editor for 
a programming language. The syntax-directed editor is quite efficient. 
A question arises whether prototypes obtained in that way could be further 
developed into production quality systems. It seems to be an open question, but 
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even as is, the example prototype and several other programs we have developed 
in this framework have more than acceptable efficiency. 
Further improvements of the efficiency will require changes in the data structures, 
for instance, by replacing the stack representation of the left and right forests with 
a queue represented as a difference list. This seems to amend Kowalski’s catchphrase 
to the following one: 
Algorithm = Logic + Control + Data Structure 
and is similar to the conclusions drawn by Hansson and Tarnlund [14]. 
The explicit definitions of semantic domains are very helpful in a quick develop- 
ment of a prototype; they facilitate writing the procedures and validating the code. 
They also prove useful when changes must be made to the program. 
It is worth noting that Prolog can also be used to prove some properties of the 
defined operations. For example, it can automatically prove that the operation back 
is a reverse of next (with the exception of the boundary cases). Namely, the 
conjunctive query 
t next(per(F1, P, cons(T, F2), Pl) A back(P1, P2)) 
results in 
P2 = per( Fl , P, cons(T, F2)) 
This experiment and other software projects developed with our methodology 
have shown the advantages of using logic programming for rapid software prototyp- 
ing, but they have also pointed out shortcomings of the language in its theoretical 
foundations, and in the implementations of the language and its environments. 
In another research project we have proposed a new concept for a declarative 
programming environment [20]. The function of that environment is similar to 
constraint satisfaction in a database system: logic programs are elements of the 
database and constraints represent what the programmers should know about 
programming. The results of experimental program development with that environ- 
ment are encouraging. We plan to extend it with tools which will support the 
methodology outlined in this paper. 
Further research on logic program annotations is also necessary. 
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